
 

Hey guys! For those of you who don’t know me, I’m Georgia, the 

(very) loud 5’2” Mancunian. I’m also more commonly known for 

being the Freshers rep who goes to every pres to sell those all-

important LETSDISKO and Shabang! tickets. Being a First Year 

Rep, I already have a great grasp of how LUSUMA runs and I 

strongly believe that I can help organise some fantastic events in 

the forthcoming year! After all, it wouldn’t hurt if LUSUMA had a 

little Northern touch to it. 

My Aims: 

➡ Set up more food and drinks deals at various bars – With 
me as your social sec, I’d push for all members to have discount 
cards to popular student bars like Locker Room and Fat Cats! 
All whilst building upon our existing deals with Revs, Orange 
Tree and Walkabout. So, anyone up for a quick game of pool or 
a 2 for 1 cocktail at your favourite bar? 

➡ Camera Social – The turnout this year was poor. However, I 
would make every effort to make Camera Social 2019 the best 
yet! I would do this by coming up with brand new ideas, whether 
that means crazier challenges or even a weird fancy-dress 
theme. All whilst keeping with tradition. 

➡ Advertising – Let’s publicise the events so that NOBODY can 
miss them; more posters, more Facebook posts and even 
advertising on the Instagram and Snapchat account. All way in 
advance so that you can prepare for the socials! 

➡ More sober socials – The Grub Crawl went down a treat this 
year! I plan to take things one step further and include food 
challenges and a treasure hunt alongside the pub crawls. 
Because not everyone wants a VK strawpedo in their hands…  

➡ LETSDISKO and Shabang! Tickets – Obviously I will continue 
to provide the gold dust that are your LETSDISKO and 
Shabang! tickets at the exclusive price of £3. 

If you have any questions you’re very welcome to contact me via 
gw143@student.le.ac.uk, or I’m always in the café being my usual 
loud self and/or buying a sausage roll. Just look out for the small one 

with the big curly hair.                                                           Georgia 


